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Ukraine Military High Command Confirms: “No
Russian Invasion or Regular Troops”. Presence of
NATO Forces in Donbass

By George Eliason
Global Research, February 15, 2015
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In-depth Report: UKRAINE REPORT

In an interview with Ukrainian Espesso TV, Ukrainian military expert Major Aleksander Taran
confirmed  what  General  Muzenko  head  of  the  Ukrainian  Armed  Forces  had  to  say  on  the
subject.

During  a  briefing  with  General  Muzenko  he  announced  that  “To  date,  we  have  only  the
involvement of some members of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation and Russian
citizens  that  are  part  of  illegal  armed groups  involved  in  the  fighting.  We are  not  fighting
with the regular Russian Army. We have enough forces and means in order to inflict a final
defeat even with illegal armed formation present. “- he said.

Both of these statements further confirmed the head of the SBU position.

November 6th in an interview with Gromadske.TV, Markian Lubkivsky, the adviser to the
head of the SBU (the Ukrainian version of the CIA) stated there are NO RUSSIAN TROOPS ON
UKRANIAN  SOIL!  This  unexpected  announcement  came as  he  fumbled  with  reporters’
questions on the subject. According to his statement, he said the SBU confirmed that there
were some 5000 Russian nationals [volunteers], but no Russian soldiers in Donetsk and
Lugansk Peoples Republics.

All of these statements add weight to the otherwise untrustworthy comments of Alexander
Torchynov back in June of 2014.

According  to  speaker  of  the  Verkhovna  Rada  of  Ukraine  Alexander  Turchynov,
representatives of security agencies deliberately whipped up the situation systematically
misinforming the country’s leadership about Russia’s possible military intervention, which
had never happened.

“Our intelligence agencies have about ten times a month reported that the
time of  a  military attack on the part  of  the Russian Federation was defined –
usually it was at three or four in the morning. And we sat in combat readiness
at the command post… and the rest of the army was preparing for an open war
with the Eastern neighbor. But it did not happen,” Alexander Turchinov said in
an interview with Novoye Vremya, which is to be released tomorrow.

It would seem we have a long and illustrious history of Russia NOT attacking Ukraine in
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2014.

Who is attacking then, that’s the question.

This  morning  NAF  scouts  spotted  NATO  tanks  inside  the  encirclement  (Cauldron)  at
Debaltseve. According to their information the possibility is strong that up to 25% of the
trapped army may be NATO.

Shell remnants marked clearly with US identifying numbers from 155mm shells, shot by the
Paladin artillery system have been recovered from areas the Ukrainian army have attacked
civilian  targets.  If  the  NATO  troops  are  there,  and  who  else  would  be  running  the
complicated military equipment, the possibility that they won’t make it home is in the same
government’s hands that brought the world a non-existent Russian invasion and is pushing
the world to the brink.

This would explain both the US and EU trying to push a new peace initiative. If NATO troops
are taken captive, what then? If hundreds of NATO troops are fighting for Ukraine in a war
that even John McCain says is using prohibited weapons, what are the liabilities after?
American troops in this case and just based on McCain’s admission are by any definition War
Criminals for participating.

Support our Troops and keep them home.

What will Russia’s Reaction Be?

Until this point Russia has been the only country to show restraint and a desire to stop the
conflict.  The  US  and  EU  have  wholeheartedly  helped  Kiev  go  forward  knowing  it  was
committing war crimes; terrorist bombings of buses, rockets and missiles at cities, and
phosphorus bombs. The west knows the volunteer battalions are committing mass war
crimes.

If  NATO  soldiers  are  captured  or  their  remains  recovered  and  confirmed  it  will  certainly
change the nature of the war. The Russian weapons that the entire MSM have insisted are
here will no doubt show up. If NATO pushes back, where ever isn’t far enough. It will be the
brink of WWIII.
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